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Two [green] thumbs up
A FEW FINDS THAT KEEP OUR ECO-CONSCIOUSNESSES CLEAN.

This one-of-a-kind wall hanging is made from reclaimed wool and stuffed with new and recycled poly stuffing. Most importantly, though, he's super cute!
Jane
Associate Editor
Cate & Levi animal plaque $45

This darling set is made from reclaimed men's shirts—isn't it the sweetest?
Chantel
Editorial Intern
Kallio kimono set $72 at brooklyn makers.com

Your little sprout will grow up fast! Track the changes on an eco-friendly chart.
Morgan
Editorial Intern
Ecojot growth chart $12 at diapers.com

A quick swipe of this fiery red organic lipstick, aptly named "Wild Child," and I feel instantly put together—and sassy.
Shea
Fashion & Style Editor
Ilia lipstick $24

I'm a sucker for reusable bags, and this ruffled, recyclable number might be my favorite yet.
Lacey
Editor in Chief
Bella Tunno tote $45

My dad is a dentist, so I'm particularly picky when it comes to toothpaste. Happily, this natural formula passes the test.
Lauren
Executive Editor
The Honest Company toothpaste $6

These native Urupun wood dolls are crafted through a fair-trade agreement with a Colombian carpenter and make the perfect gift for growing families.
Steph
Creative Director
Goose Grease craft kit $24 at brooklyn makers.com

I can think of approximately 37 uses for this 100 percent organic bin: corralling hats and mittens, holding dirty clothes, housing stuffed animals ... the list goes on.
Sarah
Editorial Assistant
Fluf bin $37

Made in the USA from 75 percent recycled cotton, this baby blanket is the perfect weight for late-autumn afternoon spent outdoors.
Ginny
Contributing Editor
in2green blanket $56 at vine.com